PRESS RELEASE

American Design Tradition Meets German Manufacturer of Barn Door
Hardware
Beyerle launches new barn door hardware CASA in rustic design in the US and Canadian market

ATLANTA, GA: Barn doors are bringing the farm-style aesthetic into indoor living spaces. Bringing in
a bit of the pastoral, barn doors are becoming the design feature of modern living spaces. Aside
from their aesthetic value, this rustic look saves space: Where traditional hinged doors appropriate
floor space as they swing to open and close, barn doors have a minimal footprint with their side-toside sliding operation. Barn doors are ideal to divide a living space into sections, separate bathroom
from bedroom, and create a space for entertainment.
Barn doors add a personal touch to living spaces
While hardware in stainless steel adds a modern touch and provides a beautiful accent for a
contemporary theme, rustic design hardware gives warmth, adding a natural feel to the home. The
combination of wood and bold fittings evoke a ranch-style found in a mountain or southwest
landscape.
Rustic design, refined functionality
A rustic barn door not only makes a stylish statement, incorporating our hardware system increases
the functionality and privacy of your space as well. Characterized by the straight flat track and
connector that loops over the top of the wood door panel, the CASA flat track system makes every
wood door unique. As the wheels slide easily and noiselessly over the flat track system when
opening and closing, barn doors are ideal for private space where noise is not desired.
By choosing your own wood panel to accompany our CASA hardware, you are able to completely
personalize your door and adapt it to your interior space. “The warm, natural color is an important
characteristic of rustic hardware”, says Matt Orchard, National Sales Manager of Beyerle US. “The
CASA system adds a stylish accent to interior spaces; one that is as secure as it is on-trend,
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meeting the American design tradition. That’s why we decided it was time to offer this hardware in
the US.”
Wide range of sliding door hardware
In addition to the new barn door hardware CASA, Beyerle US offers a wide variety of barn door
hardware for glass and wood doors in stainless steel. “It is great to see how customers complete
their living spaces with our high-quality products. Providing them every day with pieces that enrich
their home interiors is what we’ve been doing for more than 20 years,” says Managing Director
Andreas Beyerle.

About Beyerle US LLC/ABP-Beyerle GmbH
ABP-Beyerle is a leading global manufacturer of stainless steel hardware – barn door hardware for
glass and wood doors, door handles pulls, shower door fittings, and standoffs – and operates in the
United States for more than 10 years under the name of Beyerle US. The family-owned company is
headquartered in Germany and serves the US and Canadian market from its office and warehouse
in Atlanta, USA. Beyerle designs exclusive products that offer maximum functionality and fit into any
interior. As a leader in manufacturing architectural hardware, we are committed to the development
and production of quality hardware. Therefore, our barn door hardware is tested and certificated in
accordance with ANSI/BHMA A156.14-2013 by the testing institute Intertek.
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